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Selling Naked Options

Is there a way for the average
trader to trade options the way the
professionals do?

by David Penn

on’t tug on Superman’s
cape.Don’t spit in thewind.

Don’tpull themaskoff theol’Lone
Ranger and you don’t mess around
with selling naked options.

With apologies to Jim Croce,
from whose classic 1970s hit song
“Don’t Mess Around with Jim”
those lines are borrowed, I think
most traders would agree that sell-
ing naked options belongs in that
class of activities often better left
not done. Of all the trades and
investments theaverage tradercan
participate in — from IPOs to pink
sheet speculation — selling na-
ked options certainly should rank
near the top of the “What? Are
you nuts?” category.

This impression is one that you
come across all the time in invest-
ing and trading circles. I was
watching Jim Cramer’s Mad
Money on CNBC one night when
Cramer fielded a call from a guy who said he’d been selling
naked puts and, from time to time, selling naked calls as well
and was making a pretty good penny at it. “Am I crazy?” the
guy asked. Replied the King of Cramerica — who claims to
have been as heavy an option player in his day as anybody on
Wall Street: “I don’t think you know you’re crazy. But you
are.”

What’s so crazy about selling naked options? Is it as crazy
to buy naked options as it is to sell them? Isn’t it true that Wall
Street professionals sell options to the masses — and make
great coin in doing so? If so, then why can’t I get a piece of
that action?

Consider this both a brief primer on the world of naked

option writing (“selling” and “writing” being synonymous
when referring to options) and an introduction to a group of
money managers who have made selling naked options one
of their “stock in trade” and, moreover, are offering to sell
naked options for your account (or for your advisement, if
you’d rather make the actual trades yourself).

While none of what’s suggested here should encourage
would-be naked option sellers to believe that the risk in this
trading approach is overstated, hopefully traders will be
able to better decide the degree to which, if any, they want
to get involved in what often seems to be the most potent
combination of instant gratification and Scheudenfreude on
Wall Street.
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OPTIONS UNCLOTHED
In writing that describes well the conventional wis-
dom about selling naked options, option guru Larry
McMillan noted in his book McMillan On Options:

When an option is written without any offsetting
position in the underlying stock, or without
being hedged by a similar long option, that
option is considered to be written naked. In
general, naked option writing is considered to
be risky because you can make only a limited
amount of money, yet could lose large sums if
the underlying stock or futures contract moved
so far that you were forced to buy the option
back for a great deal of money. In general, larger
margin and equity requirements are required by
most brokerage firms before they will allow a
customer to participate in the sale of naked
options as a strategy.

are exercised) or sell the underlying asset (if calls are exer-
cised). On this note, it is worth pointing out that most options
are not exercised and are, instead, bought and sold before
expiration. So what’s the difference in risk/reward, then?

On the surface, selling puts and buying calls (both bullish
trades) might appear to be two different ways of doing the
same thing. However, there is a key ingredient in selling
options that makes them especially attractive to many traders,
beyond what I referred to fleetingly as the “instant gratifica-
tion” aspect. And that ingredient is the effect of time.

PUTTING TIME ON YOUR SIDE
In talking with Vlad Korzinin, CEO of MarketVolume.com,
it became clear that he understands how time works for the
option writer or seller. And it is this understanding, combined
with a strong sense of what he calls the intermediate trend,
that has encouraged him to launch a “Naked Options Trading
System” (NOTS) that average retail option traders can sub-
scribe to in order to take advantage of the income a profitable
naked option writing program can provide (www.options-
trading-system.com).

What is considered by many to be a disadvantage in selling
options — the fact that profit is limited and risk is, potentially,
unlimited — helps condition the expectation and trading that
goes on in MarketVolume’s NOTS. For example, the program
shoots for a relatively modest 25% gain per trade target
(“relatively” in comparison with the gains typically expected
by those who buy options). A quick glance over the trades in
the system shows that it has been effective in capturing an
average profit of about 32% in 2005 (including one Decem-
ber 2004 trade; apparently the system’s first), and an average
profit of a little over 19% in 2006.

To be clear, profit here is measured strictly in terms of the
difference in principle — selling an option at one price and
covering it at (hopefully) a lower price. This is how the

Price: 43.68  Gain: 225
Breakeven price: 45.45
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FIGURE 1: A PROFIT-LOSS GRAPH FOR A TYPICAL NAKED CALL OPTION SALE OR WRITE.
Here, five calls with a 45 strike were sold for 45 cents each. The price as of this writing was 43.68.
The graph shows a gain of $225 because the calls were out-of-the-money. Thus, the call writer
or seller so far retains the entire premium or price paid for the calls (five contracts x $45 each).

at a certain price at a certain time in the future. To
buy an option is to acquire that right. To sell an option, on the
other hand, is to grant that same right to somebody else. It also
means that the option writer may have an obligation to
provide that underlying asset to the option buyer if the trade
goes against the writer of the option.

The purchaser of an option does just that: Pay the seller an
upfront fee — the cost of the option — with the hope that one
of twothingswill takeplace.For theoptionbuyeronepreferred
outcome is that the option will increase in value because the
underlying has increased in value, after which time the buyer
will sell the option before expiration and profit from the
difference between the amount paid and the amount received
after theoptionvalue increase.Theotheroutcomeoccurswhen
the buyer waits until expiration and then exercises his right to
buy (if calls were purchased) or sell (if puts were purchased)
the underlying asset at the strike price. See Figure 1.

The naked option writer or seller, on the other hand, hopes
the option will decrease in value after he or she has sold it.
Many, if not most, option sellers will look to cover the sale by
buying back the option at its reduced price, pocketing the
difference between what he or she sold it for and the buyback
price as profit. If the naked option seller has done a particu-
larly good job, then as expiration approaches the option will
be worth less and less — eventually becoming worthless by
the time expiration rolls around. In such an instance, the
naked option seller does not even have to worry about
covering the short — after all, the options he or she sold are
now worthless.

If the option writer finds him- or herself at expiration
having sold an option that still has value — or if the option
holder simply elects to exercise the option before expiration
— then things can get difficult for the seller. In this situation,
the option buyer exercises his or her right to buy (calls) or sell
(puts) the underlying asset at the strike price. The option writer
would be obligated to either buy the underlying asset (if puts

We understand that an option represents the
right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell an asset



system developers have calculated the
profit per trade figures. These percent-
ages should not be confused with those
from other metrics used by option writers
such as return on margin, which takes
into account the amount of capital
(whether in cash or in other securities
owned) necessary to write a naked op-
tions trade in the first place. For many,
though not all, option writers, calcula-
tions such as return on margin are an
important and helpful consideration as to
whether or not a given expected return is
worth the amount of capital that must be
risked as margin.

In accord with the system’s income-
oriented approach, the drawdowns since
December 2004 have been few and far
between — even if they have been dis-
proportionately large compared to the
percentage gains. For example, as of this
writing there was only one losing trade in
2006 — but that losing trade was more
than three times larger inpercentage terms

on the side of the option seller, not the buyer. “Option
writing takes advantage of nontrending markets,” Korzinin
points out. While the option buyer needs movement toward
the given stock price, the option seller can profit from no
movement in the option — and only the slow degrading
passage of time — as well as movement away from the
strike price.

While this still may seem as if option buyers and sellers
are relatively two sides of the same coin, anybody who has
watched a long option position (the position of an option
buyer, as opposed to a short option position that an option
writer or seller would have) slowly dissolve into nothing-
ness as the underlying asset refused to move significantly
in either direction, will instantly understand the advantage
the option seller (or the purchaser of the underlying asset
itself, for that matter) has in such a situation.

With regard to discipline, Korzinin’s admonition to not be
“greedy with your profits” is worth recalling.
MarketVolume.com’s NOTS page includes an “Answer Box”
that looks into some of the ways that traders can best manage
their money when trading options. Starting with three basic
money management approaches (reinvest both the principal
and accrued profits, invest a fixed percentage of the portfolio,
and invest a fixed amount), the “Answer Box” provides an
explanation of all three money management styles, examples
(in both words and in an easy-to-compare table) and recom-
mendations as to the suitability of the given money manage-
ment style to options trading (hint: reinvesting both the
principal and accrued profits is “not recommended for op-
tions trading!”). The preferred approaches all emphasize the
ability to recover from losses, the potential for compounding

FIGURE 2: NOTS. One of the recent winners from MarketVolume’s Naked Options Trading System had
subscribers taking a piece out of the decline in the January 42 puts for a solid, income-oriented 29% gain.

than the average profit per trade. As most
traders know (or learn), there are a number of ways to skin the
profitability cat: one is by having a relatively equal number
of winners and losers, as long as the winners are significantly
large enough that they manage to offset the losing trades.

Another way of being a profitable trader is simply to be
right far more often than you are wrong (that is, more winners
than losers by a significant margin), allowing for the possibil-
ity that the average (and hopefully infrequent) losing trade
will be larger in size than the average winning trade. Some
approaches work better with certain trading methods, and
some approaches work better with certain traders. But both
methods, one in which a trader seeks to maximize the degree
to which he or she is right and minimize the degree to which
he or she is wrong, and the other in which a trader seeks to
maximize the number of times he or she is correct, are valid
ways for traders to make money in the marketplace. In the
case of MarketVolume’s NOTS, it is clearly the latter ap-
proach to profitability that has been adopted.

“If you are not greedy with your profits,” Korzinin warns,
then an income-oriented option system like this one can be
effective for every level of trader. He acknowledges that most
traders think that writing options is “only for institutions” and
that “you can lose your pants” trying to sell options. But the
keys to success with his approach involve time, discipline, and
a sense of the intermediate trend. And the trader who can
master his or her relationship to all three factors is the trader
who can, against the odds, make money as a writer of options.
See Figure 2.

With regard to time, Korzinin underscores the idea that
insofar as options are a “wasting asset” (meaning their
value, all else being equal, deteriorates over time), time is
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(if present), and the avoidability of the risk of ruin
(that is, losing the entire options portfolio).

It is also worth pointing out that the relatively
brief track record of the naked option program
with MarketVolume still provides enough bench-
marks for a trader to know whether he or she is
asking more of the system than it has been
accustomed to provide. Knowing that the sys-
tem aims for 25% average returns, a high num-
ber of profitable trades, and the occasional loss
that will be some small multiple of the average
return (“small” meaning 2X or 3X), makes trade
management as easy and as straightforward as
money management.

BEFRIEND THE TREND
The last factor, of course, is a sense of the intermediate trend.
Korzinin’s approach to option trading is similar to that of
option traders such as Price Headley (bigtrends.com) who, in
his book Big Trends In Trading, is more focused on the
behavior of the underlying asset than on the individual
peculiarities of a given option contract. MarketVolume.com’s
approach is to use options as a leveraged vehicle for playing
trends in the underlyingasset and, as such, is far lessconcerned
about some of the alchemy of option trading such as volatility,
thegreeks,andBlack-Scholesmodeling.SaysKorzinin,“[Writ-
ing options] is dangerous for people who don’t know that
midterm trend. If you know the midterm trend, it is so easy.
And since we are 90% right with the midterm trend, why not sell
the options instead?”

Recall that by selling options, Korzinin makes both a
directional bet and time or duration bet that allows him to win
even if the underlying asset does not follow the midterm trend
that he anticipated. For him, the midterm or intermediate
trend is approximately six weeks to three to five months and
the options he likes to write tend to be three or four months
out (though not always: October and November QQQQ sig-
nals both called for taking positions using January options).
See Figure 3.

Where do the signals for the NOTS come from? As a
product of MarketVolume.com, the same signals used for
such success in trading exchange traded funds (ETFs) such as
the DIA, SPY, and QQQQ are at work in NOTS. (See my earlier,
Working-Money.comprofileofMarketVolume.comformore
on their signal generation methodology.)

Keying in on volume surges as derived from real-time
volume analysis, MarketVolume is able to anticipate instances
of buying and support volume as well as selling and resistance
volume in order to optimize entries into the market. More
specifically, as I wrote in my profile of MarketVolume.com
almost a year ago, support volume occurs when there are
surges in the volume moving average during a market decline,
while resistance volume occurs when there are surges in the

Price: 141.48  Gain: 500
Breakeven price: 138
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volume moving average during a market rally.
Are there other ways to game the intermediate trend that

Korzinin says is key to writing options successfully? Most
basically, option traders should be as aware of the movement
of their underlying asset or stock on the weekly chart as much
as the daily. Whether or not an option trader hopes to
capitalize on a shorter-term movement within the intermedi-
ate trend or is more willing to give a trade six weeks or more
to materialize, an understanding of what kind of wind is at his
or her back over the coming weeks makes it easier to put the
volatility of options into the proper money management and
trader psychology perspective.

One telling aspect of MarketVolume.com’s NOTS is that
the signals it generates are not identical to those derived from
its other option buying–oriented system. Not only does this
suggest that interested traders could subscribe to both sys-
tems without fear of redundancy, but also it makes clear that
those traders — most retail option traders — who are cur-
rently buying calls and puts could easily make a naked
options selling program like this one a part of their overall
option trading strategy.

David Penn may be reached at DPenn@Traders.com.
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FIGURE 3: A PROFIT-LOSS GRAPH FOR A TYPICAL NAKED PUT OPTION SALE OR WRITE.
Here, five puts with a 139 strike were sold for $1.00 each. The price as of this writing was $141.48.


